
Today’s class is on sweep details.  The task, condition, and standard are: 
 
Task: Conduct sweep details 
Condition: Given White Book Chapter 1, Section 6, Annex S; unit SOP; and a one-hour block of 
instruction 
Standard: Understand the purpose of sweep details and how to conduct them in each leadership 
position and as a member of the detail  

 
I’m going to break this class up in to four blocks:  

- Purpose and organization 
- Leadership duties and conduct of the sweep detail 
- Upperclass responsibilities 
- Review 

 
After each block, you’ll have a chance to ask questions and I’ll also ask you some questions to 
check on learning. 
 
Block 1: Purpose and organization 
 
Sweep details have three purposes: 
-- Most importantly, they offer opportunities for knobs to build leadership capability through 
peer leadership, as well as followership capabilities when not in leadership positions 
-- They also offer upperclass cadets the opportunity to build leadership capability as supervisors 
and managers. 
--And, of course, they help keep the barracks clean and orderly. 
 
Sweep details are conducted on non-regimental PT days or as otherwise indicated on the Corps 
of Cadets Training Schedule.  Each Friday, before 1300, the first sergeant will post on the 
Company Read Board and e-mail his Company TAC, a roster that assigns a freshman to each of 
the following positions: 
 

- Sweep Commander 
- Stair Commander 
- Trash Commander 
- Quad Commander 

 
These positions will remain in effect for the entire week.   
 
What are your questions about the purpose and organization of sweep details? 
 
I said there are three purposes.  Who can tell me one?  Good, the other two are… 
I said there are four positions.  Who can tell me one?  Good, the other three are… 
 
Block 2: Leadership duties and conduct of the sweep detail 
 



The Sweep Commander is in charge of organizing and overseeing the conduct of the entire 
detail.  Sometime on Sunday evening before ESP, he needs to report to the 1SG to get any 
specific instructions the 1SG might have.  Also on Sunday he needs to assign each freshman to 
either the stair, trash, or quad commander and email that roster to the freshmen and the first 1SG 
NLT 1950.  On the day of the detail, the sweep commander takes accountability and reports the 
results to the upperclass inspector.  During the detail itself, the sweep commander moves about 
the company area to ensure the stair, trash, and quad commanders are accomplishing their 
missions, and he recommends to the upperclass supervisor when he thinks the task has been 
completed and the detail can be released. 
 
The Stair Commander organizes the freshmen that have been assigned to him to accomplish 
the mission.  Then he leads his team to sweep all the stairwells in the company area, to include 
stairwell leading to the roof.  Members of the stairwell team use their brooms and dustpans to 
collect any dirt and debris and put it in one of the 50-gallon trashcans in the company area.  The 
stair team empties the 50-gallon trash cans into the dumpsters in the sally port once all trash has 
been collected by the sweep detail.  The Stair Commander is also prepared to perform any other 
duties as required by the Sweep Commander. 
 
The Trash Commander organizes the freshmen that have been assigned to him to accomplish 
the mission.  Upperclass cadets put their trash cans and recycling bins outside their door prior to 
0640 every sweep detail day.  The Trash Commander leads his team to empty those cans and 
bins into the 50-gallon trash cans or recycling receptacles in the company area.  The freshmen 
then leave the individual cans and bins outside the upperclass cadet’s door.  At no time do they 
enter the upperclass room to retrieve or replace a trash can.  As they move about the gallery, the 
trash team will pick up any obvious trash, but they do not sweep or clean.  Individual cadets are 
responsible for the cleanliness of the portions of the galleries immediately outside their door. The 
Trash Commander is also prepared to perform any other duties as required by the Sweep 
Commander. 
 
The Quad Commander organizes the freshmen that have been assigned to him to accomplish 
the mission.  Then he leads his team to police and sweep the company portion of the quad, to 
include shining of any brass items in the company area or assigned sally port.  Members of the 
quad team use their brooms and dustpans to collect any dirt and debris and put it in one of the 
50-gallon trashcans in the company area.  The Quad Commander is also prepared to perform any 
other duties as required by the Sweep Commander. 
 
During the execution of the detail, the four commanders are authorized to speak to members of 
their detail in a low conversational tone in order to ensure proper execution.  No other talking is 
allowed. 
 
What are your questions about the leadership duties and conduct of sweep details? 
 
What items of equipment do the members of the stair and quad teams need to bring with them to 
the sweep detail? 
Do members of the trash team ever enter an upperclass room?  What do they do if the trash can 
isn’t outside? 



If you were the Sweep Commander, how many knobs would you assign to each team?  Why?  
Which team do you think is the most manpower intensive? 
 
Block 3: Upperclass responsibilities 
 
During Cadre Period, the cadre platoon leader will develop a platoon SOP and train the platoon 
how to execute it.  He will ensure that a squad leader or above supervises each detail, and that       
the company executive officer, cadre platoon leader, or 1SG inspects the common areas of the 
barracks after each detail.  After Parent’s Weekend, the 1SG will assign either the Supply NCO 
or a platoon leader to oversee the detail and inspect the common areas of the barracks each week.   
 
The upperclass cadet supervising the detail will: 
 

- Receive the accountability report from the Sweep Commander. 
- Write Performance Reports for freshman who are absent, do not perform their 

duties to standard, or perform their duties so as to earn merits. 
- Make corrections through the Sweep Commander during the detail, as necessary. 
- While in the performance of their duties, make a general inspection of the 

company area and report any infrastructure discrepancies via work order 
procedures. 

- Release detail upon completion of all tasks completed to standard. 
- Provide the platoon leaders of knobs in leadership roles a report of their 

performance as leaders. 
 
What are your questions about the upperclass responsibilities associated with sweep details? 
Who supervises sweep details during Cadre Period? 
Who supervises sweep details after Parents’ Weekend? 
Who decides when the detail can be released? 
What would you do if no upperclassman is present during the detail? 
              
Block 4: Review 

At the beginning, I told you the standard for this training is to “understand the purpose of sweep 
details and how to conduct them in each leadership position and as a member of the detail.”  Do 
you have any questions about that?   

If you had questions, what chapter of the White Book would you look in? 

What is the purpose of sweep details? 

What days are they conducted? 

What are the four freshmen leadership positions? 

What challenges would you anticipate being one of those leaders? 

How as a member of the detail can you be “easy to lead” and help your leader? 


